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Spring is here and the modular
layout is off to a flying start
This month we welcome two
new members Dan and
Bob and say Au Revoir to Colin
who is moving to North Island.
Ken has been beavering away
and produced no less than
5 sections to go into the group
layout!

One of Colin’s beautifully made Scalescenes buildings

We hold our AGM this month so
please try to attend and have
your say, the agenda is attached
to the end of this newsletter.

Ronnie
Next Meeting
AGM
Thursday May 19th 2022
From 2pm to 10pm

The first test train - Ken’s EMU on one of his newly built modules
that form part of the group’s modular layout

NEWS FROM NITON SIDINGS

I was hoping to attend our April meeting but Saga Cruises had
other ideas!
Our AGM will now be on May 19th at 7.30pm, I hope everyone
will come so we can share ideas and agree how we organise the
group in the future.
My new module, NITOWN INDUSTRY, is making good progress
as can be seen from the above picture. I plan to bring it to our
June meeting by which time the wiring will have been completed
with some help from one of my friends at the West Sussex Area
Group.
One line is DC and the other can switch between DCC and DC.
Apart from the station the buildings are not fixed and may be in
different positions by the time you see the layout.
My plan is to have the layout completed, or as near as possible,
by our Open Day on November 26th.
I hope others are working on a module and others on the corner
boards.

Any suggestions for the Open Day please talk to Terry and Ken, if
he is happy to co ordinate the modular layout.
If you have not contributed £10.00 membership then please
speak to Paul at the next meeting; also remember £1.00 in the
pot for refreshments and power.
Any questions or suggestions, please give me call.

Meeting dates for 2022

Richard

May 19th AGM
June 16th

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEE

Why do we need an annual fee? A reasonable question when for many years we have not had one.
The group has grown in size, at our April meeting two new members joined the group both of whom are NGS members.
We now have over twenty members and if everyone turned up at a meeting it is too many to host in a home.
We are a model railway group and we should be building a layout, run trains and enjoy meeting together to
demonstrate different skills and experiences. All this cannot take place in a home.
The £10.00 is to cover the cost of hiring the hall plus any expenses incurred by the group putting on an Open Day,
building a group layout and any miscellaneous costs eg: printing, website, publicity and insurance.
Whilst we get an annual grant from the Society this will not cover all of these costs.
The one pound in the box covers refreshments and electricity.
By comparison with another club on the Island ten pounds is good value when you consider the facilities
we enjoy at Whitwell. It is also in keeping with other area groups.

Richard
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Prolific layout builder Ken surprised us at the April
meeting in Whitwell with no less than 5 sections to make
up the club modular layout! He arrived just after 6pm and
with the help of Stephen joined them together and hey
presto! we had a decent length of line and the first
unofficial train, Ken’s EMU, was on its way.
This start to the club layout provoked a great deal of
interest and discussion. There’s nothing like seeing the
sections of the layout being set up fitted together in situ.
to inspire you to get building.
The narrow track only sections can have self contained
layouts or scenery sections bolted to the back of them.
Acquiring or building of this type of module is an
inexpensive way to ease your way into building a 2 or 3
foot deep module.

Modular Layout Takes off!
Stephen can make this type of module quickly and easily,
if you are interested in one of these or indeed a larger
module please contact him.
Stephen will be working on the corner sections next so
there might be more to see at our May meeting.
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Bodmin

Basingstoke Model Railway Exhibition 12/13th March
Layouts: 21 Traders: 24 Entry: £8 Guide: Free
Well it has certainly been a long time
coming! The last show I attended was
Southampton in January 2019. Despite
the risk of ferry cancellations I decided to
venture to one of my favourite
exhibitions – Basingstoke. The train
journey from Portsmouth is straight
forward if somewhat prolonged due to
the timing of the ferries & trains. Going,
you have a 50 minute wait for a direct
train & returning, the ferry departs 3
minutes before the train arrives so you
have an hour to pass! At the other end a
vintage bus is usually on duty collecting
punters from the train station. This free
bus runs throughout both days. However
on this occasion the bus broke down &
missed the first two collections from the
station and resulted in a 40 minute brisk
walk!
The exhibition itself was up to the
previous high standards with a total of 21
layouts & 24 traders.

City Basin Goods

3 layouts: Bodmin – GWR branchline
terminus, City Basin Goods – BR Blue
Western Region goods yard &
Brian’s Continental – large German
modern image, were N gauge.

volume of goods present, particularly
when looking at new stock on the
Kernow stand with the N Gauge range
half that it had been previously.

There was a a really impressive selection
of layouts in other scales. Not just the
usual Southern & Great Western subjects,
which are to be expected but others
covering all regions & eras, even a
Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway O Gauge
offering,
A good variety of traders were present
with new N gauge available at Kernow &
The Wagon Yard. 4 other traders were
offering second hand N gauge. Of these,
Ron Lines from Southampton had the
best selection with the return of his
unboxed wagon rummage box!. It is clear,
as with everything else, prices have
significantly increased over the past
couple of years. There is also not the
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As always Basingstoke show is of a good
standard but this year probably a little
smaller than when I last attended. That
said, the layouts were all of a good/high
standard & being run in a very
professional manner. Obviously given all
the time in lockdown operators have had
plenty of time to get everything running
properly. The trade support was good,
providing the opportunity to purchase
anything you would require for your own
projects. Given the relative ease of
attendance from the Island, I certainly
would recommend the show for anyone
who fancies a day out.

Martin

Brian’s Continental Layout

From Martin’s Workbench

As usual I have been busy weathering
wagons & coaches.
I have completed a selection of Stanier coaches, together
with a Stove & Thompson Full Brake.

Another project has been to replace the factory fitted
'coal' in the tender of a Bachmann 4F. Just fixing real coal
over the top of the existing load would not really work as
it is a little high and 'loaf' like. Therefore I removed the
existing 'coal' weight together with the tank vents and cut
around the top of the tender. The top was then lowered
and reattached with additional plasticard fixings. Lead
weight was glued to this and re-profiled with paper mache
The tank vents were re-fitted & the load painted black
ready for the real coal to be added. Whilst this seems a lot
of effort , I do feel it significantly improves the appearance
of the tender. Judge for yourself by looking at the photo.
The front loco has the real coal fitted, the rear one as
factory produced. Continued over….

I have also tackled a few batches of wagons so as to make
a full rake. These include a bogie telescopic hood steel
carriers & war department bogie bolster wagons with
tank loads. I am particularly pleased with the latter set as I
have managed to vary the level of weathering & colouring
on the wagon decks along with weathering of the
tarpaulin covered tanks. These particularly seemed to
provide good scope for weathering. A selection of other
wagons have been completed.
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From Martin’s Workbench Continued - I have also managed to have a couple of afternoons working on my test layout.
Having not been happy with the basic nature of the track on the scenic side of the layout I decided to reshape it a little.
I am now much happier! I have also improved the location mechanism on the traverser. Wiring has started by tackling
what I think is the most labour intensive - the traverser. Progress is slow but at least I am going forward!

Martin

NOTICEBOARD

A date to diarise
We will be holding

AGM Tuesday
19th July

our first

See your

Open Day in Whitwell

N Gauge

on Saturday 26th November

Journal for details.
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DCC -The Final Frontier - Part 2

What has happened since my last report
Locos
Firstly, after a period of trial and error, including a 30 minute abortive phone conversation with Gaugemaster techies, my
first chipped loco sprung into life using a Hornby controller. Not to miss the opportunity a further 5 locos were
immediately chipped and tested OK. My thanks to Calvin at WMRG for this great leap forward, away from a lot of
frustration with the whole DCC thing. My chipped locos are:-

Schools Class “Brighton” 4-4-0

N Class 2-6-0

Class 35 Hymek

Class 22

All are fitted with Dapol Imperium chips, all 6 pin/ 2
function decoders, except for the Class 27 which has a
Dapol 18 pin/6 function decoder. As ever, the
accompanying manufacturers’ data sheets state that
removal of the main loco body, or tender, or wherever the
chip is to be fitted, is a simple case of gently leveraging
the body shell away from the chassis. In my limited
experience this is a gross simplification, as removal
typically required the use of a small flathead screwdriver
and a lot of force. Fortunately none of the locos were
damaged. However once the 6 pin decoder for the Schools
loco was fitted in its tender the tender body refused to
re-locate as the chip was protruding too much. This was
solved by fitting an even smaller 6 pin decoder from
Dapol – a rare find online as they are no longer made.

Merchant Navy Class “East Asiatic Co” 4-6-2

Class 27

are DCC ready so they will need the chip wires to be
fitted. I am not sure I have the necessary skills to do this
myself, so will either pay to have them done later or find
some kind suitably gifted person who can do a show-andtell for me.
Wiring
I have now wired a main bus for both clock and anti-clock
main lines and a separate one for the whole of the
Sidmouth station, including the recently installed
carriage sidings. Droppers have been added where
necessary to make sure that all parts of the layout are
permanently powered. All 3 “districts” can be wired into
one power/booster combination, or kept separate. In
either case they can still be managed from a single
controller. The only district left to be wired is Broadfields
station. Here I have made radical alterations to the track
layout.

Although I still have 10 other locos that need to be
chipped, I have decided to leave these on hold for the
time being. I have checked – by looking through various
supplier catalogues – that they can be chipped, but none
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The original layout is shown in the first diagram.

The revised layout below needs some explanation:-

Auto Reverse
module

Old loft

New loft

Firstly, by breaking through to the new loft, Broadfields Station
becomes a through station with a bay platform.

can react to the short) reverses the polarity, and the loco can
proceed without any need to change its direction on the
controller.

Secondly, one siding has been removed to make way for a new
platform.

All that remains to do is to add a wire bus and droppers so that
the Broadfields “district” can be operated independently or
together with the other districts. The new platform, when built,
will be just wide enough to hide the Auto Reverse module.

Finally, some 38ft of single track now extends into the new loft
space, supported from the cross beams and some home-made
stands. This loop of course immediately creates a short circuit as
the outside positive polarity line meets the outside negative one.
This is solved by installing a neat device called an Auto Reverse
Module. By adding track breaks as shown and wiring the module
from within the isolated track to outside it, again as shown, the
module detects the short circuit the moment the loco wheels
bridge from +ve to -ve, and instantly (faster than the controller

And finally
One day my chip will come! As yet still no news on this. My
thanks to those lucky controller owners who acquired their
devices before the chip meltdown, and have offered to lend them
to me. Once all wiring is complete and everything else is
buttoned down, I may come a-knocking.

Part 2 ½
After waiting nearly 6 months for a chip shortage to be resolved, my supplier has finally given up. As a replacement for the Prodigy
Express he is offering, at what seems to be bargain prices, a Digikeijs DR5000 advertised as:“DR5000 - DCC Multi-bus command station - the first DCC command station with all imaginable connectors and protocols combined in
one device. Clear LED displays and integrated USB, LAN, and Wi-Fi.”
Hopefully it comes with a comprehensive “DCC for Dummies” user manual! It is being bundled with an Uhlenbrock Daisy 2 Controller.
See photos below.
So from hoping to start with a basic, entry level system, the world chip shortage has elevated me to an advanced system, with more bells
and whistles than an old steamer!
Help!!!!!!!!!!!

Peter
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Above: Passing on the viaduct D1065 on left, D1023 in front.
Left: Trains arriving at Springwood-on-Avon; D1023 at the back
heading right, and D1065 nearest, heading left.

No finer sight...
There can be no finer sight than a maroon 'Western' hauling a
train of nine matching maroon mk1 carriages. Or could there be?
For the last newsletter I wrote about my silent kit-built D1011
'Western Thunderer', repaired by Bob for static effect. I finished
that article by stating that I would one day like to add D1065
'Western Consort' to my working fleet, to join D1023 'Western
Fusilier', that I bought new several years ago now.
Well, very soon after writing that, at our first meeting at
Whitwell on 23 January, Peter came along with a box of locos for

sale.
In there I quickly spotted the maroon roof of a class 52 'Western'
hydraulic, so I picked it up, idly curious to see what its name and
number was. It was only D1065, 'Western Consort', so I was able
to give it a quick test run around Richard's layout, following
which the purchase was made, and it came home with me. So
now there really is a finer sight – TWO maroon Westerns, each
hauling nine maroon mk1 carriages in opposite directions.

,
T E R RY S L I N E S

Shipping Containers For those who did
not see them at the March meeting at
Whitwell, these four N scale 20ft shipping
containers were 3D printed by a friend of
mine in Sandown. At the beginning of
March I matt painted and weathered them,
to look like they have been around the
world in service for a while, rather than
'shiny new' and unrealistic.

Bedford OB coaches Also at the March meeting, Colin had various items for sale, which included these five Oxford Diecast Bedford OB
coaches, all in British Railways “blood & custard” livery. As you can see, I have since repainted them into the liveries of companies on
the Isle of Wight in the early 1950s. From left to right, they represent:
EDB 535, Crinage's, Ventnor FDL 537, Moss Motor Tours, Sandown GDL 538, Seaview Services Ltd.
GDL 366, Shotters Ltd., Brighstone GDL 618, West Wight Bus Co., Totland
These are presented as 'shiny new', as the real coaches would have been immaculately turned out every day for the 'Round the Island '
tours that were very popular at that time.
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Isle of Wight Layout Tour
CAT O N
All quiet at CATON as it was shut down due to Covid.
Time in isolation enabled plenty of thinking and I may have a
project on the blocks but there remains a fundamental issue where do I put it! Oh well, good to dream.
Not N gauge but big shock in April as Hornby came up with a
Jouef HO SNCF Diesel Railcar which had been on order since
October 2020. Worth the wait though........ Maybe there is hope
still for the Dapol NHS 66 ordered in August 2020. Word is it will
never arrive but correspondence with Dapol says it will - maybe
in good transport tradition two will come along at once! Don’t
hold your breath.
Off to dust Caton...............

Paul

Layout News in Brief …...
Maggicombe

Colin’s Castle appeared in the latest edition of the N
Gauge Journal. He hasn’t been able to do any modelling
for a while as everything is packed for the move to the
mainland. He mentioned that Scalescenes have another
free model available on their website.

The Maggicombe Branch has been closed due to Peter
being in Southampton undergoing treatment for Cancer.
He has missed running trains but has managed to get to
Ron Lines where he purchased a class 47.
We all send best wishes for a speedy recovery and hope
to see him soon.

https://scalescenes.com/product/r002-small-goodsstore/

Island Lines

Ashberry-on-Sea

Paul had a medical episode which has left him unable to
lift heavy objects so he could not bring his layouts to the
meeting but he was able to add tarmac, sand and scenic
details to Island Lines at home.

Stephen has had fun playing trains in his loft with the
help of two seven year old operators (his grandchildren)
who like crashing trains! One of their favourite locos
‘Charlie’ the red 0-6-0 has gone missing and can’t be
found anywhere.

Returning member Dan, has done some exceptionally
good ballasting on Ken’s modules. He is returning to the
hobby after a break of a few years. He is considering
going into 009.

He has a new addition - a Dapol Schools class loco which
is making unusual puffing noises from the prop shaft
area. No need for fitted sound!

Another returnee is Bob S who brought some of his
locos to run on Colin’s oval of Kato track.

Bob has fitted a new coreless motor to Terry’s Ivatt and
is finding the quartering of the wheels a bit tricky.
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HORNDEAN

A month ago I was torn between wanting to
create a module for our group's modular
layout, enhancing a couple of existing layouts
and wanting an extensive attic layout to run
reasonable length rakes. I've ended up with a
compromise between the first and the last and
have started the creation of 'Horndean'.
I've borrowed the name Horndean from the
Hampshire village just north of Portsmouth.
Similarities with the real world are close to
non-existent. Horndean has never had a
railway, the nearest station being at Rowlands
Castle on the Portsmouth to Guildford line.
However, Horndean was famous for being the
home of Gales Brewery (1847-2006) and so
there is a brewery on the layout, in memory of
Horndean Special Bitter.
Horndean is set to be two modules for the
modular layout meaning it will be 2400mm by
850mm or approximately 8x3ft. It will have up
and down main lines each with two passing
loops in the fiddle yard and an additional
platform through the station. Included are an
engine shed, goods yard, steam and diesel
refuelling plus the brewery! An additional
higher level single track line is planned and
this will run between the main station and a
small terminus in the opposite corner. The
main station buildings will be on the higher
level with covered walkways and steps down
to the two island platforms.

Early in 2022 I first became aware of Kato
Unitrack. I bought some 'dirty' track on Ebay in
order to take a closer look. I was impressed by

the performance of even extremely well used
track and being more setrack than streamline
as in Peco jargon, track-laying promised to be
much easier than my previous endeavours
using the products from that little seaside
town in Devon. Whilst the variety of pointwork
is rather limited, the facts that point motors
are built into the track and the geometry is
based on 15 degree angles led me to go with
Kato. After all, I'm looking to create a layout
that I can enjoy running rather than one that is
rivet-countingly accurate.

So, where are we currently on the build? My
target is to have a working layout in time for
our open day in November. Hopefully, it will
also have a reasonable amount of scenery by
then. I now have all the track I need and have it
laid out on the baseboards. I have just started
to run locos and rolling stock in order to check
out the trackwork. Kato is surprisingly quiet
running. I've started this initially with simple
DC mainly because I needed something
running for my three year-old grand-daughter
who has been here this weekend.

Evolving a track plan using AnyRail was
enjoyable even though I was working within
the confines of 8ft by 3ft. The plan I came up
with needed the baseboards to be 850mm
wide and the through lines for attaching to the
modular layout would then be added on the
front using a 150mm wide bolt-on shelf.
A few very fortunate bulk purchases of track
on Ebay saw me well on the way, but mobile
baseboards looked like being my first big
stumbling block. But lady-luck was with me. I
secured three baseboards, with legs, on
Facebook N-porium. Each board is 1200mm by
850mm, how fortunate is that! These
pre-owned boards are in excellent condition
and were a bespoke purchase from DCC Train
Automation. They are Lasercut from 12mm
poplar plywood and are surprisingly light. So, I
now have the two baseboards I need, but what
will happen to the third baseboard? A few
tweaks to the layout plan has enabled me to
think in terms of the extra board being
inserted between the other two to create an
option for it to be a 12 foot long mobile layout,
but I don't anticipate that happening this side
of 2024.
I've toyed with sticking within my comfort
zone and staying with DC. But having acquired
a Dynamis Ultima DCC system via Ebay some
time ago, I've decided to see if I can run the
trains under DCC from a Dell Laptop. It is
unlikely, in the first instance, that I will include
point control under DCC, playing safe with a
traditional control panel with momentary
switches.
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She just loves watching the trains go round.
She's even started controlling the trains and
we haven't had a mishap! We've even had a
Class 52 Western Fusilier pulling a rake of 8
GWR coaches.
I anticipate that it will now be some time
before I am brave enough to start securing the
track to the baseboards. I want to thoroughly
check the running on the tracks and know
precisely how I am going to handle the
electrics. Currently I plan to glue the track
straight on to the plywood using Copydex,
perhaps with some nails here and there if I feel
some additional security is needed. That is,
unless someone convinces me to use an
alternative method.
Best,

Colin

ROUND THE BEND
I have been doing some painting. The first in the paint shop was a
Minitrix Warship which was swapped for a Hornby Dublo 3-rail
turntable. It had a bit of paint loss so it seemed like a good
candidate for a re spray. I removed the body and left it in a jar of
Dot 4 brake fluid for a day or too. The paint came off easily with a
toothbrush. Pleased with the result I thought I’d give a spare
Minitrix Britannia body the same treatment. This proved to be a
disaster as the paint stayed put and the body became a sticky
mess! I can only assume that Minitrix have changed their formula
for plastic a few times over the years. Be very cautious about
using brake fluid on plastic loco bodies!!

Remember that purple West Country loco on the front page of
the last newsletter? I thought I’d have a go at reproducing it in N.
As luck would have it two spare Farish loco bodies turned up on
eBay so I grabbed them. After removing all the plastic bits they
were dunked into brake fluid (it IS safe to use on metal) The best
one was given a coat of Halford’s primer followed by Halford’s
satin black and finished off with some purple spray paint from
Amazon. Getting the right shade of purple was difficult as the real
loco looked a different shade in each photo that I saw. In the end I
got the cheapest spray purple enamel I could find and settled on
that. I think the colour is slightly light but as the whole exercise
was a bit of fun, I’ll live with it. I have yet to attempt the lining
and numbering and I must admit to begrudging paying £11 for a
sheet of Fox Transfers lining which I will probably only use once!

I sprayed the Warship body with Railmatch spray paint obtained
from Upstairs Downstairs. Max impressed me by finding exactly
the right shade of green straight away. I am very pleased with the
result. While I was there I bought a sheet of white rub down
lining. I couldn’t get it to work at all so the white stripe is made
out of insulation tape. I bought etched nameplates off eBay.

Ronnie

A fond farewell
A fond Farewell, we are finally moving Southport after many false starts, so I would just like to say thank you to the members of
the IW N Gauge Society for the friendship.
I will miss the friendly banter, sharing stories about each other’s layouts and seeing other members projects.
I have asked Ronnie to email me the newsletter so I can see how people’s projects progress.
A new N Gauge Society group is being setup in the North West area, so hopefully I will be member of a local group again soon.
Luckily the local model railway group should be about 10 minutes walk or 15 minutes if the level crossing is closed, away from
our new house.
I am looking froward to packing my modelling bits and pieces and building some more models, I might send Ronnie the
occasional article for the newsletter if members are happy for me to do so.
Best Wishes

Colin
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